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The extraordinary Rosita Forbes explored the Libyan desert, sailed across the Red Sea, and

trekked more than a thousand miles into remote Abyssinia. She wrote some thirty books about

these and other journeys, as well as biographies, histories, novels, and memoirs. She was a

widely published journalist and commentator on international affairs, a popular lecturer, and a

documentary filmmaker. Her story deserves to be retold and her writing discovered by a new

generation.

"What an astonishing book this is! Rosita Forbes was not just intrepid but extremely intelligent,

not just adventurous but deeply curious, not just a fine writer but a shrewd and sympathetic

observer as well. It's rare to find a person at once so iconoclastic, unconventional and fearless

and yet so attuned to her fellow human beings across the globe." --Rosemary Mahoney, author

of Down the Nile: Alone in a Fisherman's Skiff"Oh, how captivating are the details of her

descriptions, the gutsiness of her adventures, her disguises and lies as she moves through

mostly Arabic/Islamic worlds where the English are unwelcome, women are hidden, and

amenities are rare! Even with a whiff of colonialism, this is a unique and captivating view of the

world, from 1919 to 1937, from a beautiful and memorable woman whose playfulness with

words makes this great fun to read!" --Rita Golden Gelman, author of Tales of a Female

Nomad: Living at Large in the World"The world could do with a few more female explorers. No

one better to lead the way than the undaunted Rosita Forbes. Praise to Margaret Bald for

bringing back this great traveler and writer to the spotlight, where she belongs." --Arita

Baaijens, author of Desert Songs: A Woman Explorer in Egypt and Sudan and fellow of the

Royal Geographical Society"From the Sahara to Samarkand not only covers the travels of

Rosita Forbes. It reveals the extraordinary courage mixed with knowledge and humour that

were keynotes in Sita's remarkable life. Margaret Bald in her excellent introduction captures

with splendid detail Sita's break from the traditions of "What Women Did" in the 1920s and

1930s. Sita travelled through desert sand by camel or on foot. She visited mosques and

temples in dangerous places and met heroes in the process. She wrote with style and beautiful

language. Margaret Bald's introduction, the photo album, and the travel writings themselves

are elegant summaries of the splendid diversities in Sita's life." --Lord Renton of Mount Harry,

nephew of Rosita Forbes and author of Chief Whip: People, Power and Patronage in

Westminster"[Rosita Forbes's] incredible courage, with her apparent implacability in the face of

often daunting odds . . . has one spellbound from start to finish of this remarkable anthology. . . . 

An inspiring volume for modern-day travelers, whether of the armchair variety or of the more

adventurous kind, this book is not to be missed." --Lois Henderson, BookPleasures.com"From

the Sahara to Samarkand is the first anthology of [Rosita Forbes's] travel writings to be

published. It includes selections from eight of her travel books...a thorough and enthusiastic

introduction to her life and work, and a photo gallery." -- Patricia Dubrava --The Bloomsbury

Review"Almost a century ago, Rosita Forbes, the bride of an adulterous Scottish army officer,

pawned her wedding ring, bought a horse, a revolver, and a camera and embarked on what

would be a long, adventurous career as a travel writer.... Margaret Bald provides a taste of

some of Forbes's forays into the Libyan Desert, Iraq, Afghanistan and a disintegrating, post-

World War I China.... Best... is the story of her attempted pilgrimage to Mecca in August 1922.

Swathed in a shapeless black abaya, she identifies herself as half Turk, half Egyptian and sets



out with hundreds of Muslim pilgrims on a boat sailing across the Red Sea from Egypt to Saudi

Arabia." --Joshua Hammer (The New York Times, Sunday Book Review, December 5,

2010)"Almost a century ago, Rosita Forbes, the bride of an adulterous Scottish army officer,

pawned her wedding ring, bought a horse, a revolver, and a camera and embarked on what

would be a long, adventurous career as a travel writer.... Margaret Bald provides a taste of

some of Forbes's forays into the Libyan Desert, Iraq, Afghanistan and a disintegrating, post-

World War I China.... Best... is the story of her attempted pilgrimage to Mecca in August 1922.

Swathed in a shapeless black abaya, she identifies herself as half Turk, half Egyptian and sets

out with hundreds of Muslim pilgrims on a boat sailing across the Red Sea from Egypt to Saudi

Arabia." --Joshua Hammer, The New York Times, Sunday Book Review"From the Sahara to

Samarkand is the first anthology of [Rosita Forbes's] travel writings to be published. It includes

selections from eight of her travel books...a thorough and enthusiastic introduction to her life

and work, and a photo gallery." --Patricia Dubrava, The Bloomsbury Review"A choice addition

to any literary collection focusing on travel writing." --Midwest Book Review --This text refers to

the paperback edition.From the PublisherIn the 1920s and '30s, the extraordinary Rosita

Forbes explored the Libyan desert, sailed across the Red Sea to Yemen, trekked more than a

thousand miles into remote Abyssinia, and traveled in Southeast Asia and China, Morocco,

Turkey, Iraq, Persia, and Afghanistan. She wrote some thirty books about these and other

journeys, was a widely published journalist, a documentary filmmaker, and the editor of a

pioneering women's magazine. Forbes was also a Jazz Age style icon, known as much for her

glamour and charm as for her splendid adventures and the engaging and insightful books she

wrote about them. This is the first anthology of her travel writing. --This text refers to the

paperback edition.
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Praise for From the Sahara to Samarkand“From the Sahara to Samarkand not only covers the

travels of Rosita Forbes. It reveals the extraordinary courage mixed with knowledge and

humour that were keynotes in Sita’s remarkable life. Margaret Bald in her excellent introduction

captures with splendid detail Sita’s break from the traditions of “What Women Did” in the 1920s

and 1930s. Sita travelled through desert sand by camel or on foot. She visited mosques and

temples in dangerous places and met heroes in the process. She wrote with style and beautiful

language. Margaret Bald’s introduction, the photo album, and the travel writings themselves are

elegant summaries of the splendid diversities in Sita’s life.”—Lord Renton of Mount Harry,

nephew of Rosita Forbes and author of Chief Whip: People, Power and Patronage in

Westminster“What an astonishing book this is! Rosita Forbes was not just intrepid, but

extremely intelligent; not just adventurous, but deeply curious; not just a fine writer, but a

shrewd and sympathetic observer as well. It’s rare to find a person at once so iconoclastic,

unconventional and fearless, and yet so attuned to her fellow human beings across the

globe.”—Rosemary Mahoney, author of Down the Nile: Alone in a Fisherman’s Skiff“Oh, how

captivating are the details of her descriptions, the gutsiness of her adventures, her disguises

and lies as she moves through mostly Arabic/Islamic worlds where the English are unwelcome,

women are hidden, and amenities are rare! Even with a whiff of colonialism, this is a unique

and captivating view of the world, from 1919 to 1937, from a beautiful and memorable woman

whose playfulness with words makes this great fun to read!”—Rita Golden Gelman, author of

Tales of a Female Nomad: Living at Large in the World“The world could do with a few more

female explorers. No one better to lead the way than the undaunted Rosita Forbes. Praise to

Margaret Bald for bringing back this great traveler and writer to the spotlight, where she

belongs.”—Arita Baaijens, author of Desert Songs: A Woman Explorer in Egypt and Sudan and

fellow of the Royal Gegraphical SocietyPraise for the Writings of Rosita Forbes“She has an

intense and imaginative curiosity about her fellow-humans, makes friends with them

everywhere, shares the most appalling living conditions with a gay heart. And she writes of all

this with cleverness and a vibrant personal quality of vividness and wit.”—The New York

Times“She was a keen observer, a shrewd commentator on men and races, and a forceful and

interesting writer. Vital, indefatigable, and immensely courageous, she was not only one of the

leading women explorers of, at the very least, her own time but one of its most picturesque and

entertaining personalities.”—The Times of London in Rosita Forbes’s obituary“By all odds the

most absorbing narrative of dangerous adventuring in unknown regions since Shackleton’s

South.”—The New York Tribune on The Secret of the Sahara: Kufara“A record of travel and

adventure that sparkles with wit and humor, and at the same time throws into relief an intimate

and unforgettable picture.”—St. Louis Globe Democrat on Forbidden Road: Kabul to

Samarkand“‘Colorful’ is the word for her style, but she employs it with considerable skill.

Thanks to her powers of observation and to a capacity for letting things happen to her, the

story of which she is the not over-obtrusive heroine provides the reader with a picture that is

instructive as well as animated.”—Peter Fleming, The Times Literary Supplement on Forbidden

Road: Kabul to Samarkand“Miss Forbes is one of the most accurate, and incidentally most

entertaining, of explorers.”—Saturday Review of LiteratureFrom the Sahara to Samarkand:

Selected Travel Writings of Rosita Forbes, 1919-1937. Edited with an Introduction by Margaret

Bald.Axios PressPO Box 457 Edinburg, VA 22824888.542.9467 info@axiosinstitute.orgFrom

the Sahara to Samarkand: Selected Travel Writings of Rosita Forbes, 1919–1937 © 2010 by

Margaret Bald. The Sultan of the Mountains: The Life Story of Raisuli © 1924 by the Estate of



Rosita Forbes. Conflict: Angora to Afghanistan © 1931 by the Estate of Rosita Forbes.

Forbidden Road: Kabul to Samarkand © 1937 by the Estate of Rosita Forbes. Excerpts

reprinted with permission of the Estate of Rosita Forbes. All rights reserved. Printed in the

United States of America. No part of this book may be used or reproduced in any manner

whatsoever without written permission except in the case of brief quotations used in critical

articles and reviews.Cover photo of Rosita Forbes by Keystone View Company, Inc.,

1921.Ebook 978-1-60419-037-3Table of ContentsPraise for From the Sahara to

SamarkandPraise for the Writings of Rosita ForbesEditor’s

AcknowledgmentsIntroductionEditor’s Note1919: Into Java and SumatraJavaJava and

Sumatra1919: Between Two Armies in ChinaSouthern ChinaChin-Chow1921: The Secret of

the Sahara: KufaraWe Enter on the Great AdventureThe Elusive Dunes1922: An Attempted

Pilgrimage to MeccaAn Adventure that FailedBeing the Account of an Attempted Pilgrimage to

MeccaThe Pilgrimage Continued1923: Odyssey in Yemen and AsirThe Odyssey of a

SambukhGuests of a Hermit EmirThe Menace of a Crowd1924: Morocco: The Sultan of the

MountainsInto the Days of Haroun Er RashidThe Wild Land of RaisuliRaisuli Himself1925: A

Thousand Miles of AbyssiniaAnticipationThe Arks at HarrarChiefly Mules and MarriagesThe

Palaces of Gondar1928: A Woman with the Legion—South of the Atlas, MoroccoA Woman

with the Legion—South of the Atlas, Morocco1931: Interlude in Turkey, Iraq, and PersiaVeiled

and Unveiled Women of the Middle EastIraq and the Holy Cities of Shia IslamInterlude in the

AnderunFrom Isfahan to Shiraz by Motor-TruckThrough the Mountains of Kurdistan1937: From

Kabul to SamarkandThe Nomads’ Road to KabulKabulIn KandaharTravelling with

AfghansBamyan, Valley of the Giant BuddhasThrough the Hindu Kush to DoabThe Glory of

TamerlaneBooks by Rosita ForbesAbout the AuthorThis book is dedicated to the memory of

PENELOPE SALLY ROSITA (POLLY) RENTON (1970–2010), who exemplified the courage,

sense of adventure, and zest for life of her great-aunt Rosita Forbes.Editor’s

AcknowledgmentsMy thanks go first to Lord Renton of Mount Harry and the Estate of Rosita

Forbes for the kind permission to reprint her writing. I am especially grateful to Tim Renton for

his generous encouragement and for taking time from the book he is writing about his Aunt

Sita to patiently answer my questions and follow the progress of this book. Thank you also to

Jill Hughes for her help. I’d like to acknowledge Emma Sweeney for seeing the merit in this

project and Jody Banks and Glenda Selvage at Axios Press for their guidance and assistance

in bringing it to fruition. I deeply appreciate the efforts of my first readers, who offered

perceptive comments on the introduction: Jonathan Calvert, Ian A. Bald, and Ali Tufel. Thanks

to my sons André MacLeod Calvert and Daniel Ian Calvert for important technological

assistance, to Elizabeth Stuart Calvert for being the patron saint of writers and artists, to

Stephanie Cowell for cheering me on, and to the staff of the Authors Guild for their advice. The

loving support of my husband Jon, my traveling companion on our own long and remarkable

journey, continues to inspire and sustain me and makes everything possible.I am particularly

indebted to the following sources for information on Rosita Forbes’s career as a writer and

traveler: Samuel J. Rogal’s essay on Forbes in the Dictionary of Literary Biography, Volume 19:

British Travel Writers, 1910–1939, edited by Barbara Brothers and Julia M. Gergits (The Gale

Group, 1998); the entry on Rosita Forbes in Orlando: Women’s Writings in the British Isles from

the Beginnings to the Present (http://orlando.cambridge.org); Penelope Tuson’s Playing the

Game: Western Women in Arabia (London: I. B. Tauris, 2003); Women’s Voices on Africa: A

Century of Travel Writings, edited by Patricia W. Romero (Princeton, NJ: Markus Wiener

Publishing, 1992); Margaret Cole’s Women of To-Day (London: Nelson, 1938); and Duncan J.

D. Smith’s biographical essay on Rosita Forbes (www.duncanjdsmith.com). For information on



Rosita Forbes’s family and ancestry, David K. Renton’s “The Rentons: A Family

History” (www.dkrenton.co.uk) was an important reference.
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Pilgrimage to MeccaAn Adventure that FailedBeing the Account of an Attempted Pilgrimage to

MeccaThe Pilgrimage Continued1923: Odyssey in Yemen and AsirThe Odyssey of a

SambukhGuests of a Hermit EmirThe Menace of a Crowd1924: Morocco: The Sultan of the

MountainsInto the Days of Haroun Er RashidThe Wild Land of RaisuliRaisuli Himself1925: A

Thousand Miles of AbyssiniaAnticipationThe Arks at HarrarChiefly Mules and MarriagesThe

Palaces of Gondar1928: A Woman with the Legion—South of the Atlas, MoroccoA Woman

with the Legion—South of the Atlas, Morocco1931: Interlude in Turkey, Iraq, and PersiaVeiled
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Kabul to SamarkandThe Nomads’ Road to KabulKabulIn KandaharTravelling with

AfghansBamyan, Valley of the Giant BuddhasThrough the Hindu Kush to DoabThe Glory of

TamerlaneBooks by Rosita ForbesAbout the AuthorThis book is dedicated to the memory of

PENELOPE SALLY ROSITA (POLLY) RENTON (1970–2010), who exemplified the courage,

sense of adventure, and zest for life of her great-aunt Rosita Forbes.Editor’s

AcknowledgmentsMy thanks go first to Lord Renton of Mount Harry and the Estate of Rosita

Forbes for the kind permission to reprint her writing. I am especially grateful to Tim Renton for

his generous encouragement and for taking time from the book he is writing about his Aunt

Sita to patiently answer my questions and follow the progress of this book. Thank you also to

Jill Hughes for her help. I’d like to acknowledge Emma Sweeney for seeing the merit in this

project and Jody Banks and Glenda Selvage at Axios Press for their guidance and assistance

in bringing it to fruition. I deeply appreciate the efforts of my first readers, who offered

perceptive comments on the introduction: Jonathan Calvert, Ian A. Bald, and Ali Tufel. Thanks

to my sons André MacLeod Calvert and Daniel Ian Calvert for important technological

assistance, to Elizabeth Stuart Calvert for being the patron saint of writers and artists, to

Stephanie Cowell for cheering me on, and to the staff of the Authors Guild for their advice. The

loving support of my husband Jon, my traveling companion on our own long and remarkable

journey, continues to inspire and sustain me and makes everything possible.I am particularly

indebted to the following sources for information on Rosita Forbes’s career as a writer and

traveler: Samuel J. Rogal’s essay on Forbes in the Dictionary of Literary Biography, Volume 19:

British Travel Writers, 1910–1939, edited by Barbara Brothers and Julia M. Gergits (The Gale



Group, 1998); the entry on Rosita Forbes in Orlando: Women’s Writings in the British Isles from

the Beginnings to the Present (http://orlando.cambridge.org); Penelope Tuson’s Playing the

Game: Western Women in Arabia (London: I. B. Tauris, 2003); Women’s Voices on Africa: A

Century of Travel Writings, edited by Patricia W. Romero (Princeton, NJ: Markus Wiener

Publishing, 1992); Margaret Cole’s Women of To-Day (London: Nelson, 1938); and Duncan J.

D. Smith’s biographical essay on Rosita Forbes (www.duncanjdsmith.com). For information on

Rosita Forbes’s family and ancestry, David K. Renton’s “The Rentons: A Family

History” (www.dkrenton.co.uk) was an important reference.Introduction“I’ve slept on anything

or nothing—on a sloping shelf of rock above the red cave city of Petra in the Hedjaz; on a table

in a Tongan shed; on a native mat in Fiji; on an opium couch in Siam; on desert sands in Africa

and Arabia; in the ammunition wagon of a Chinese troop-train; in an armoured car in Palestine;

on the decks of innumerable junks, sampans and dhows; on the earthen floors of as many

huts, stables and caves. Once I couldn’t even wash my hands for seventeen days. Often I

haven’t had a bath for months. I’ve lived on dead camel, locusts, sea-worms grilled till they

tasted like spinach, octopus floating on oil, its insides scooped out and filled with garlic, and

once, in a Samoan isle, on what my German host described as ‘a leetle sick horse,’ which

tasted like suckling pig.”—ROSITA FORBESThe incomparable Rosita Forbes was a renowned

explorer and travel writer during the years between the first and second world wars. In the

1920s, she explored the Libyan desert, sailed across the Red Sea to Yemen and Asir in Arabia,

visited the mountain stronghold of the Moroccan brigand Raisuli, and trekked more than a

thousand miles by mule and on horseback into remote Abyssinia. In the 1930s, she traveled

from Turkey to Syria, Palestine, Iraq, and Persia; into the Andes and down the Ebook Tops; to

the principalities of India; and from Afghanistan to Samarkand in Soviet Central Asia. Between

1919 and 1949, she wrote some thirty books about these and other journeys, as well as

biographies, history, novels, and memoirs. She was a widely published journalist and

commentator on international affairs, a popular lecturer, a documentary filmmaker, and the

editor of a pioneering women’s magazine. She was also a style icon, known as much for her

beauty and glamour as for her daring trips to far-flung and perilous places. The story of this

extraordinary woman deserves to be retold and her writing discovered by a new generation of

readers.Joan Rosita Torr, Sita to her family and friends, was born in 1890 (not 1893, as many

references have it) to a family of landed gentry in Lincolnshire, England. One of five children,

Sita was a voracious reader, a collector of maps, and an accomplished equestrienne. Her

mother, Rosita Graham, who descended from Scots and from venturesome Spaniards who

had sought gold in South America, was the daughter of a Conservative businessman. Sita’s

father, Herbert J. Torr, the son of a member of Parliament, was a Cambridge graduate and,

unlike his fellow Lincolnshire squires, a Liberal social reformer who believed in women’s

emancipation and encouraged his daughters’ education. Sita was taught languages and

geography by a governess and studied in London and in Italy. She recalled always being

conscious of feeling different from other people and “beset by the need of a destiny.” Inspired

by her half-Spanish grandmother who had ridden over the Andes on horseback with a tame

monkey on her wrist, she longed for adventure. “Travel was synonymous with adventure and

there were no fences, laws or inhibitions,” she wrote.Portrait of Rosita Forbes. From

Unconducted Wanderers, 1919.

Table of ContentsPraise for From the Sahara to SamarkandPraise for the Writings of Rosita

ForbesEditor’s AcknowledgmentsIntroductionEditor’s Note1919: Into Java and

SumatraJavaJava and Sumatra1919: Between Two Armies in ChinaSouthern ChinaChin-



Chow1921: The Secret of the Sahara: KufaraWe Enter on the Great AdventureThe Elusive

Dunes1922: An Attempted Pilgrimage to MeccaAn Adventure that FailedBeing the Account of

an Attempted Pilgrimage to MeccaThe Pilgrimage Continued1923: Odyssey in Yemen and

AsirThe Odyssey of a SambukhGuests of a Hermit EmirThe Menace of a Crowd1924:

Morocco: The Sultan of the MountainsInto the Days of Haroun Er RashidThe Wild Land of

RaisuliRaisuli Himself1925: A Thousand Miles of AbyssiniaAnticipationThe Arks at

HarrarChiefly Mules and MarriagesThe Palaces of Gondar1928: A Woman with the Legion—

South of the Atlas, MoroccoA Woman with the Legion—South of the Atlas, Morocco1931:

Interlude in Turkey, Iraq, and PersiaVeiled and Unveiled Women of the Middle EastIraq and the

Holy Cities of Shia IslamInterlude in the AnderunFrom Isfahan to Shiraz by Motor-

TruckThrough the Mountains of Kurdistan1937: From Kabul to SamarkandThe Nomads’ Road

to KabulKabulIn KandaharTravelling with AfghansBamyan, Valley of the Giant

BuddhasThrough the Hindu Kush to DoabThe Glory of TamerlaneBooks by Rosita

ForbesAbout the AuthorThis book is dedicated to the memory of PENELOPE SALLY ROSITA

(POLLY) RENTON (1970–2010), who exemplified the courage, sense of adventure, and zest

for life of her great-aunt Rosita Forbes.Editor’s AcknowledgmentsMy thanks go first to Lord

Renton of Mount Harry and the Estate of Rosita Forbes for the kind permission to reprint her

writing. I am especially grateful to Tim Renton for his generous encouragement and for taking

time from the book he is writing about his Aunt Sita to patiently answer my questions and follow

the progress of this book. Thank you also to Jill Hughes for her help. I’d like to acknowledge

Emma Sweeney for seeing the merit in this project and Jody Banks and Glenda Selvage at

Axios Press for their guidance and assistance in bringing it to fruition. I deeply appreciate the

efforts of my first readers, who offered perceptive comments on the introduction: Jonathan

Calvert, Ian A. Bald, and Ali Tufel. Thanks to my sons André MacLeod Calvert and Daniel Ian

Calvert for important technological assistance, to Elizabeth Stuart Calvert for being the patron

saint of writers and artists, to Stephanie Cowell for cheering me on, and to the staff of the

Authors Guild for their advice. The loving support of my husband Jon, my traveling companion

on our own long and remarkable journey, continues to inspire and sustain me and makes

everything possible.I am particularly indebted to the following sources for information on Rosita

Forbes’s career as a writer and traveler: Samuel J. Rogal’s essay on Forbes in the Dictionary of

Literary Biography, Volume 19: British Travel Writers, 1910–1939, edited by Barbara Brothers

and Julia M. Gergits (The Gale Group, 1998); the entry on Rosita Forbes in Orlando: Women’s

Writings in the British Isles from the Beginnings to the Present (http://orlando.cambridge.org);

Penelope Tuson’s Playing the Game: Western Women in Arabia (London: I. B. Tauris, 2003);

Women’s Voices on Africa: A Century of Travel Writings, edited by Patricia W. Romero

(Princeton, NJ: Markus Wiener Publishing, 1992); Margaret Cole’s Women of To-Day (London:

Nelson, 1938); and Duncan J. D. Smith’s biographical essay on Rosita Forbes

(www.duncanjdsmith.com). For information on Rosita Forbes’s family and ancestry, David K.

Renton’s “The Rentons: A Family History” (www.dkrenton.co.uk) was an important

reference.Introduction“I’ve slept on anything or nothing—on a sloping shelf of rock above the

red cave city of Petra in the Hedjaz; on a table in a Tongan shed; on a native mat in Fiji; on an

opium couch in Siam; on desert sands in Africa and Arabia; in the ammunition wagon of a

Chinese troop-train; in an armoured car in Palestine; on the decks of innumerable junks,

sampans and dhows; on the earthen floors of as many huts, stables and caves. Once I couldn’t

even wash my hands for seventeen days. Often I haven’t had a bath for months. I’ve lived on

dead camel, locusts, sea-worms grilled till they tasted like spinach, octopus floating on oil, its

insides scooped out and filled with garlic, and once, in a Samoan isle, on what my German



host described as ‘a leetle sick horse,’ which tasted like suckling pig.”—ROSITA FORBESThe

incomparable Rosita Forbes was a renowned explorer and travel writer during the years

between the first and second world wars. In the 1920s, she explored the Libyan desert, sailed

across the Red Sea to Yemen and Asir in Arabia, visited the mountain stronghold of the

Moroccan brigand Raisuli, and trekked more than a thousand miles by mule and on horseback

into remote Abyssinia. In the 1930s, she traveled from Turkey to Syria, Palestine, Iraq, and

Persia; into the Andes and down the Ebook Tops; to the principalities of India; and from

Afghanistan to Samarkand in Soviet Central Asia. Between 1919 and 1949, she wrote some

thirty books about these and other journeys, as well as biographies, history, novels, and

memoirs. She was a widely published journalist and commentator on international affairs, a

popular lecturer, a documentary filmmaker, and the editor of a pioneering women’s magazine.

She was also a style icon, known as much for her beauty and glamour as for her daring trips to

far-flung and perilous places. The story of this extraordinary woman deserves to be retold and

her writing discovered by a new generation of readers.Joan Rosita Torr, Sita to her family and

friends, was born in 1890 (not 1893, as many references have it) to a family of landed gentry in

Lincolnshire, England. One of five children, Sita was a voracious reader, a collector of maps,

and an accomplished equestrienne. Her mother, Rosita Graham, who descended from Scots

and from venturesome Spaniards who had sought gold in South America, was the daughter of

a Conservative businessman. Sita’s father, Herbert J. Torr, the son of a member of Parliament,

was a Cambridge graduate and, unlike his fellow Lincolnshire squires, a Liberal social reformer

who believed in women’s emancipation and encouraged his daughters’ education. Sita was

taught languages and geography by a governess and studied in London and in Italy. She

recalled always being conscious of feeling different from other people and “beset by the need

of a destiny.” Inspired by her half-Spanish grandmother who had ridden over the Andes on

horseback with a tame monkey on her wrist, she longed for adventure. “Travel was

synonymous with adventure and there were no fences, laws or inhibitions,” she wrote.Portrait of

Rosita Forbes. From Unconducted Wanderers, 1919.In 1911, Sita fulfilled her dreams of

escape when she married Colonel Ronald Forbes, a Scottish army officer bound for India.

Together, they hunted tigers in Rajputana, climbed in the Himalayas, and spent time in the

Australian outback and South Africa. The honeymoon was short-lived, however, as her new

husband proved to be unfaithful and bad-tempered. When Colonel Forbes was recalled to

London, Mrs. Forbes pawned her wedding ring and bought a horse, a revolver, and a camera.

She set off alone to travel among the Zulus, as she explained in her memoirs, “searching for

the beginning of me as an individual, not as the daughter of a brilliant and much troubled father

or the wife of a good-looking highlander with whom for three preposterous years I was

miserable.”When war broke out, Rosita Forbes returned to London and enlisted as an

ambulance driver for the Société de Secours aux Blessés Militaires. She served on the front in

France for two years and was decorated twice for bravery. In 1917, having caused a family

scandal by divorcing Colonel Forbes, she and a friend, Armorel Meinertzhagen, both “ready for

anything,” set off to see the world. Forbes’s first book, Unconducted Wanderers (1919),

chronicled her year-long sojourn with Armorel (called “Undine” in the book) in the United

States, the Pacific Islands, and Asia.Critics took note of this amusing and unpretentious tale of

two ingénues larking their way across Asia and the debut of Rosita Forbes as a new and

appealing voice in the genre of travel writing, which was burgeoning again as Britons sought to

escape the restrictions and dreariness of the war years. “A particularly cheerful volume of

unusual happenings, keen observation, and piquant narration,” said The Nation. “The

difference between ‘Unconducted Wanderers’ and the travel-books of a generation ago, is quite



obvious,” wrote The Bookman. “In past periods if two unchaperoned young women started forth

on an unconducted series of desultory wanderings through the mysterious East (which, by the

way, they wouldn’t), any book written by one of them would be a pompous, dull affair, compact

with the obvious things and pugnacious with gentile bigotry. Rosita Forbes’s attitude is quite

different. She was guided by extreme curiosity, and drank in the vivid qualities of the Orient

through senses wholly open to their values.”Forbes continued to travel in the Maghreb, the

Horn of Africa, and the Middle East, where she came to know many of the region’s major

political figures and developed a passionate interest in Arab and Islamic cultures, the cause of

Arab independence—and desert exploration. “The curly red lines across African deserts had

the fascination of a magnet,” she wrote, “and I hoped fervently that the pioneers who were

writing their names over the blank spaces, would leave just one small desert for me.”Her “small

desert” was the Sahara. In February 1921, Forbes made international headlines when she

survived an arduous four-month expedition by camel caravan to Kufara (or Kufra), a group of

oases in the heart of the Libyan desert beyond the frontiers of Italian occupation. She was

disguised as Sitt Khadija, an Egyptian widow on a pilgrimage to Kufara, and was accompanied

by Ahmed Mohammed Bey Hassanein, a dashing young clerk in the Ministry of the Interior in

Cairo. For generations, explorers had been tantalized by the idea of finding Kufara and the

closed sacred city of the Senussi, a fundamentalist Muslim sect that had a history of hostility to

foreigners. Forbes and Hassanein were the first since a disastrous German expedition some

40 years earlier to attempt to reach Kufara. In 1878–79, the German explorer Friedrich Gerhard

Rohlfs and his party had approached the oasis but had barely escaped with their lives after the

Senussi took them prisoner, looted their camp, and destroyed their scientific records.Rosita

Forbes as “Khadija.” From Kufara: Secret of the Sahara, 1921.Unlike Rohlfs, Forbes and

Hassanein carried with them a valuable letter of introduction from the pro-British Senussi emir,

Sayed Idris al-Senussi (later King Idris of Libya). But their trip proved to be no less risky than

the German’s. During their journey from the port of Benghazi to Kufara and back to the Siwa

Oasis in Egypt, they were beset by sandstorms, tormented by lice and sand rash, lost their

way, ran out of food, and nearly died of thirst. Hostile tribesmen held them prisoner, and they

escaped a murder plot by a treacherous guide. After two grueling months, they reached the

palm groves and salt marshes of Kufara and spent ten days in the sacred city of Taj as guests

of Senussi brethren before embarking on their return trip, in which they charted a new route to

Egypt, crossing a waterless stretch of three hundred miles.During the final days of their

journey, Hassanein broke his collarbone in a fall from a camel and was unable to continue.

Forbes left the caravan with a Bedouin to get help, heading east toward the Siwa Oasis with a

container of water and food for four days. She found a British patrol that her friend Field-

Marshall Lord Allenby had sent out to look for the expedition, and the “preposterous adventure,”

as Forbes called it, came to an end.Upon her return to Cairo, and then to London, Forbes,

much to her surprise, became the woman of the hour. She was waylaid by reporters, who

trumpeted the expedition’s success and the story of the intrepid young Englishwoman. In

London, King George V and Queen Mary received her at Buckingham Palace, and she was

made a fellow of the august Royal Geographical Society, the bastion of British male explorers.

European geographical societies awarded her medals, and she lectured to sold-out halls.

Forbes’s account of the journey, The Secret of the Sahara: Kufara (1921), adapted from her

daily journals and illustrated by photographs she took with a Kodak hidden under her robes,

was a runaway success and ranks among the classic accounts of desert exploration.Rosita

Forbes, explorer, leaving Buckingham Palace after an audience with the king and queen,

1921.The contribution of Hassanein, however, the scion of a highly distinguished Cairo family,



an Oxford graduate, and an Olympian in fencing, was eclipsed by the attention paid to Forbes.

In Cairo, while she was being wined and dined by the press, Hassanein was bedridden. The

British government was eager to claim Forbes’s feat as a great achievement for the empire,

and the public was fascinated. Some press coverage of the trip barely mentioned Hassanein or

left the impression that he was a hired servant.Although Forbes referred to “my expedition” in

her book, she did dedicate The Secret of the Sahara to Hassanein, called him her “co-explorer”

or “fellow explorer,” and spoke of his “invaluable” contributions to the expedition, including his

experience as secretary in 1916 to the Italian-British mission that had negotiated a treaty with

the Senussi. But she portrayed him as a bit of a dandy and poked fun, for example, at the

Balliol College blazer, L’Heure Bleue bath salts, and patent leather shoes he had packed in

“opulent” luggage for his desert “rest cure.” The effect of these and other humorous asides, if

unintentionally so, was demeaning to Hassanein, a proud, sensitive, and ambitious man.In

November 1921, Hassanein claimed in a lecture to the Scottish Geographical Society in

Edinburgh, then in a letter to The Scotsman, that in contrast to Forbes’s account, he had

actually led the expedition, and she “took of necessity a subordinate part.” Hassanein said that

he had conceived of the trip in 1916, long before Forbes came into the picture. He was going to

travel with his Oxford classmate, Francis Rodd, who dropped out of the expedition and

suggested in 1920 that Forbes join the party. Forbes countered that although Hassanein had

long wished to search for Kufara, “he had done nothing practical to translate ambition into

achievement.” She had been working since 1919 to organize her own expedition, she wrote to

The Scotsman, and “Hassanein Bey most kindly consented to accompany me in my journey at

the very last moment and had nothing whatsoever to do either with originating or organising

[it]. . . . He came as my most valued and helpful guest.”As prominent supporters of Forbes

declared in letters to The Times of London, all the preparations for the expedition were left in

her hands, including procuring supplies and equipment, and she paid the expenses, including

Hassanein’s. She dedicated six months to the planning and, in addition to improving her

faltering Arabic, learned surveying, acquired maps, and obtained essential letters of

introduction to the Senussi emir from former King Faisal of Syria (later king of Iraq), whom she

visited in his exile in Italy, and to the Italian governor of Cyrenaica from a British

official.Regardless of who led the expedition, it is clear that both explorers were responsible for

its success. As Forbes acknowledged, Hassanein’s familiarity with the language, religion, and

customs of the region, as well as his contacts among the Senussi, were crucial. According to

Forbes, however, the Senussi saw it as in their interests to approve a British expedition. “They

liked and admired Hassanein Bey,” Forbes wrote, “but they admired and believed in Britain.

They wanted us to secure them from Italy. If a British alliance was impossible, they hoped for

an Egyptian one.” Rather than being a passenger, as Hassanein’s partisans implied, Forbes

clearly made decisions en route. And while Hassanein might have believed that he was in

charge, “subordinate” was never a word that could be used to describe Rosita

Forbes.Hassanein was vindicated in his quest for recognition and respect when he returned to

the desert in 1923 to lead an expedition supported by Egypt’s King Fuad. He traveled some

2,000 miles from the Mediterranean coast of Egypt to Darfur and found the lost oases of

Arkenu and Uweinat in southwestern Egypt. This time, upon his return to Cairo, he was

lionized, and in London he received the prestigious Founder’s Medal of the Royal Geographical

Society. He went on to serve Egypt as a diplomat and prominent royal adviser. But the

controversy about the credit for the Kufara expedition and Forbes’s portrayal of Hassanein’s

role lingered on and is discussed even today.“I think the truth of the matter was that too much

fuss had been made over my Kufra journey,” Forbes admitted in her memoirs. “It had caught



the people’s imagination—and held it for altogether too long. . . . And in that ill-balanced

decade, the popular press behaved as if ‘woman’ was herself a prodigy and anything she

contrived to do, however unimportant, a symptom of evolution.” It would have been better, she

wrote, if the world had “accepted the Kufra journey as a good adventure and a pleasantly

moderate achievement, instead of distorting it by extremes of carping or of praise.”For better or

worse, Forbes’s life was never the same after Kufara. The tall, slender, and photogenic “lady

explorer” became a darling of the media. “Bride in Black” headlined the New York Times in

December 1921 when she wed her second husband, Colonel Arthur T. McGrath, an Irishman

on the general staff of the British War Office. She was “attired completely in black and carrying

a walking stick instead of a bouquet,” the Times reported. Forbes wore black, she later

explained, to symbolize the death of her previous life. Besides, “I looked my best in black, so

why not wear it?” she wrote. “All this was intended to be a private joke. Instead there were

headlines on two continents, and when—later that winter—I lectured about North Africa and

the Middle East, reporters were far more interested in the quite ordinary black dress I had worn

for what was supposed to be the quietest of weddings, than in the Arabs. This caused me

much heart-searching and I began to suspect myself of charlatanism.”Arthur T. McGrath,

1914.At a time when desert romance novels and films featuring lecherous Arabs, such as The

Sheik starring Rudolph Valentino, were all the rage, Forbes said that she recounted her

experiences with Arabs to correct false Western ideas of their character. “The Arabs are not an

amorous, brutal, savage race, but a grave, intellectual, self-contained, intensely religious

people,” she told The Washington Post. Yet the publicity about her adventures reflected some

of the very same “desert sheikh” stereotypes she hoped to debunk.This contradiction between

her serious purpose and the frivolous aspects of her celebrity image would continue to

preoccupy Forbes. For during the era of the Jazz Age flappers, Rosita Forbes, or Mrs.

McGrath, as she was now known in private life, made for great newspaper copy on both sides

of the Atlantic. After all, she was not a redoubtable Victorian lady voyager in a sensible skirt

wielding a parasol; rather, she epitomized the emancipated, modern “new woman” of the

postwar era—en voyage swathed in Bedouin robes or clad in riding breeches, boots, and a

leather jacket; dressed on the lecture tour in Parisian couture and dramatic hats, wearing make-

up, her hair fashionably bobbed.Forbes’s exploits were chronicled avidly in British and

American dailies and magazines, which serialized her travel pieces, ran breathless features on

the elegant “adventuress,” and chronicled her comings and goings in the society pages and

gossip columns. “Daring Death in the Desert: How a White Woman Entered and Escaped From

the Secret City of the Sahara,” read a typical headline. “Rosita a Bad Girl! Says Sheeks

Homely, Wrinkled,” declared one article. “Her Own Story of Experiences Thrilling and Amusing,

with Ferocious Cannibals and Naked Zulus—as the Guest of Raisuli, the Desert Bandit Chief—

in the Queen of Sheba’s Land and Other Strange Places,” promised another.Wedding of Rosita

Forbes and Arthur T. McGrath, 1921.The articles about Forbes frequently drew a contrast

between her frail and feminine appearance and her reputation as “a woman who has braved

deserts and the mountain fastness where untamed bandits hold sway,” as one American paper

put it. The reporters “expected a combination of whipcord and leather,” Forbes wrote of her

experiences in New York on a lecture tour. “I wore vermillion under a pencil-slim fur coat. When

my unassuming figure was pointed out to the representative of the Herald, he exclaimed, ‘That

girl rode camels? Smokes them, you mean!’ ” Although such publicity opened doors for Forbes,

she was frustrated by the exaggerated focus on her gender and her looks. “It was an era of

unbalanced personality worship,” she wrote, “and in the case of a woman, it was reduced to

humiliating sentimentality.”Forbes did, in fact, break new ground for women, although that was



not what motivated her. She was an irrepressible and independent traveler who took risky and

difficult trips, braved the hostility of the colonial officials and bureaucrats of the British empire,

and invaded the male preserve of exploration, using charm, chutzpah—and her extensive

network of establishment connections—to get where she wanted to go. As historian Penelope

Tuson explained in Playing the Game: Western Women in Arabia, lone women travelers such

as Rosita Forbes “implicitly threatened the status quo, both at the domestic level of family life

and also in the subtle, but carefully structured hierarchy of colonial and imperial administration.”

“In season and out of season,” Forbes wrote, “I was told, ‘You cannot go! It is impossible.’ ‘Yes, I

see—of course,’ I agreed, and went.”Forbes also defied convention and courted gossip by

traveling at first as an unattached divorced woman and then without her husband Arthur (to

whom she remained married for more than 40 years). Mrs. McGrath did sometimes travel with

Mr. McGrath, with female friends, or alone, but she went on some of her most adventurous

excursions in the company of male acquaintances.“There must have been a man at the bottom

of it,” said one official, for example, of her Kufara expedition, and “doubtless he got his quid pro

quo,” referring to Hassanein. “In the circumstances of heat, sweat, dirt, thirst, starvation, and

exhaustion to which, unconsciously, he referred,” Forbes commented, “the suggestion was so

ludicrous that I could only laugh.” “There is much feeling,” she wrote, “chiefly masculine, against

a woman venturing into those spheres which, for centuries, have been marked ‘strictly

preserved. All feminine trespassers will be prosecuted.’ ”In summer 1921, fresh from her Kufara

triumph and inspired by the fervent desire to visit Mecca of the Bedouins she had known in the

Sahara, Forbes set out from Egypt disguised as a Muslim on an ill-fated pilgrimage

commissioned by The Times of London, which took her as far as Jedda in Arabia. She

included the account of her misadventures in her 1928 book, Adventure: Being a Gipsy Salad—

Some Incidents, Excitements and Impressions of Twelve Highly-Seasoned Years, a collection

of magazine articles.In 1922, Forbes published two novels, The Jewel in the Lotus and Quest:

The Story of Anne, Three Men and Some Arabs, both set in North Africa and the Middle East,

about the romantic dilemmas of young Englishwomen similar to herself. Forbes was to write

nine more novels. Some were respectably reviewed and sold well, and two were adapted for

films (Cecil B. DeMille’s 1927 Hollywood production, Fighting Love, and British International

Pictures’ The White Sheik in 1928). But her novels were appreciated more for their artful and

convincing descriptions of the foreign places and social scenes she knew than for their literary

quality. The New York Times critic said it best: “We leave The Extraordinary House (a 1934

novel) with a preference for the author’s travel books.”
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jean chases, “Forbes ' Surpnrisingly Modern Writing. Before ordering this book, I had never

heard of the author, Rosita Forbes; but I wanted to read her travel memoir from the 1920s and

1930s to give contrast to Rory Stewart's more current writings about Afghanistan in his "The

Places In Between". The authors both travel thru the mountains of Afghanistan, as an

example.Ms. Forbes has an easy, contemporary writing syle. She was a priviledged English

woman but was surprsingly down to earth. Her journeys are full of mishaps,

misunderstandings, terror and dirt. She rallies, though, and never seems to belittle her hosts-

the Middle Eastern people. How she remains upbeat after days slogging thru mud, for

example, is shared with her readers as part of having a marvelous time.The contrast with the

current day travels of Mr. Stewart is stunning. Forbes' native helpers seem almost charmiing

and very hospitable. Mr. Stewart's, for the most part, are not.An interesting (female) explorer's

point of view on the Middle East.”

Just John, “great travel writing when travel was quite the adventure. If you can get past the

cultural bias' and the stilted writing style, the adventures of Rosita take you back to a time

before ATM's, cell phones, even airplanes. I especially enjoy her writing on the Rasuli in

Morocco, the last great romantic warrior of North Africa.”

L. C. Henderson, “Exotic Travel in Distant Lands Makes for Enthralling Reading. It is somewhat

ironical that Rosita Forbes is proudly and reproachfully informed by a daughter of the

Hadramauti in Madi, that "I was born in this room [of the harem] and I have never left it!

Women should be taken care of and given all that they can desire, but of what use is

freedom?" Forbes was the archetypical adventurer in an age in which followers of the

suffragette movement were still having militantly to assert their rights to female

emancipation.Often taking on the guise of a local or Muslim woman, she travelled extensively

through Arabic/Islamic lands stretching from the legendary lost city of Kufara in the Sahara to

Samarkand, the capital of Tamerlane in Central Asia. From the Sahara to Samarkand: Selected

Travel Writings of Rosita Forbes, 1919-1937 also includes some of her travel writings from Java

and Sumatra, as well as China. Her incredible courage, with her apparent implacability in the

face of often daunting odds, including horrendous weather conditions and what often

threatened to be the insurmountable curiosity, if not the blatant animosity, of the locals among

whom she traveled has one spellbound from start to finish of this remarkable anthology.Forbes'

writing is remarkably fluent for the era in which she wrote, with the major difference from that of

contemporary writing being the exceptional length of her sentences, which, however, in no way

obscures the clarity of her meaning and the vividness of her descriptions. The sumptuousness

of the settings into which she so often interjected herself evokes the exotic nature of her

surrounds so lusciously that one can often imagine oneself immersed in a painting depicting

the utmost luxury of finery and fabric. Her complete lack of pretentiousness is clearly evident in

the way in which she occasionally admits being at a loss for the right word in one of the many

languages which she mastered in her way across those areas of the world into which few

women, at that stage in or history, were willing to venture. She also avoids name-dropping to

such a degree that she puts other writers to shame, and is quite up to poking quiet fun at those

westerners who were more biased in their colonial outlook on those races over whom they

arrogantly thought that they reigned supreme at the time. One example of such is her



encounter with Colonel Lawrence when she was dressed in traditional garb, who, being

unaware that she was a Briton, stated to a companion that, despite her pleasing appearance,

she was probably diseased, as were many tribal women.The text is supplemented by a

photographic album of a range of well-produced black-and-white photographs depicting Rosita

Forbes and some of the vast array of characters whom she encountered on her travels, in

settings ranging from that of a gate of Angkor-Thom in Cambodia to outside Buckingham

Palace, after an audience with the royal couple in 1921.An inspiring volume for modern-day

travelers, whether of the armchair variety or of the more adventurous kind, this book is not to

be missed. If you have a yen to explore foreign lands in a way that is hard to come by these

days, do read these travel writings of a most remarkable woman, who was able to approach

other cultures with an openness that is exceptional even for the modern day. She is a lesson to

all of us who think that whatever is foreign to us is inevitably inferior. [Reviewer for

BookPleasures.com]”

Stephanie Cowell, “absolutely wonderful travel writing by an amazing writer. As a passionate

armchair traveler, I was thrilled to be introduced to the writing of the English nomad Rosita

Forbes. A small, beautiful and elegant woman (one critic would not believe such a young

woman had endured hunger, thirst, danger and the most primitive travel conditions across

barren deserts on camel-back), Rosita Forbes could not just sit home. Traveling from about

1917 through the late 1940's, she produced almost 20 books and many novels. Editor Margaret

Bald has culled a book of excerpts which are often so poetical and visionary in their prose that

you feel you are in the sights and sounds of foreign worlds some greatly changed, and some

hardly changed at all. Reading of a time nearly seventy years ago when Ms. Forbes visits a

house in Kandahar where the wife and her four daughters live in "a few yards of space,

imprisoned as securely by the doubts and suspicions of their fellows as by the walls which shut

out everything but a patch of sky," made me realize how little the restrictions on some women

have altered. In the next section, the author rides with others in Afghanistan to her first sight of

the great Buddhas of Bamyan and for a moment I was very still and sad and full of

thoughts.Ms. Forbes' writing in the earlier sections have adventure and astonishing hardships;

as she grows into her 30's and 40's the writing becomes more of an impressionist painting and

her thoughts deeper and more philosophical. She is aware that what she sees may not be

seen by many and may not last forever.A rich, colorful compilation with an excellent short

biography of this beautiful adventurer who would disguise herself as a Muslim woman to join

the Mecca pilgrimage and who would not, so fortunate for us, ever think of staying home.”

The book by Rosita Forbes has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 7 people have provided feedback.
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